
 

 
 

   The fleet of BRISTOL VRs working for Bristol Omnibus Company was far more than just a fleet of 

NBC Standard VRs! With three Volumes covering just the years 1966-1994, the story clearly is not 

straightforward, nor confined to the one operator! 

 

<< Volume 1 (1966-1980) describes a prototype Bristol VR built for Bristol 

Omnibus Company, but which went elsewhere, and a healthy initial Order … 

which also went elsewhere! In time, the VRs’ steady introduction is recorded, 

progressing route-by-route over the Company’s large network, which is called 

“The Home Ground”. Things did not always go smoothly, though! Later preferring 

single-deckers for Country Services and even other towns and cities in the region, 

dual-doorway VRs continued to arrive for Bristol City alone, until 1980. 

 
 

<< Volume 2 (1980-1986) covers events that, although affecting all of Britain, had 

a very local twist. The VRs were now in huge demand for extensive company-wide 

service revisions – and with most unexpected results! Diverted new VRs arrived 

for Country Services, with second-hand examples coming from other NBC fleets. 

There were some technical changes, while company divisions brought new names 

– Cheltenham & Gloucester and Badgerline – and new colour schemes. And there 

were more second-hand VRs! As if that was not enough, minibuses threatened 

the VRs’ superiority before deregulation brought more substantial service 

changes. All of this had a profound effect on the VR on its Home Ground. 

 

 

<< Now we have Volume 3 (1987-1994), in which small private 

operators begin to take an increasing rôle. Deregulation 

encouraged competition and locally, VRs even competed with 

VRs! More and more small firms gaining school contracts 

chose VRs, yet not through any loyalty to the city of the VRs’ 

birth. A host of unfamiliar liveries was applied to VRs that 

previously ran anywhere from Brighton & Hove to Yorkshire 

Woollen. Time-expired VRs from the major companies were 

being snapped up by operators as far north as Glasgow, 

irrespective of whether single- or dual-doorway! Yet these 

same major companies still sought out used specimens. VRs 

hired in for special events brought yet more colour. The VR’s 

Home Ground was also stretched, to reach the West 

Midlands, South Wales and the coasts of Dorset and Devon! 

And Essex! 

 

 

“The BRISTOL VR On Home Ground” Volume 3 by Allan Macfarlane; 112 pages, 270 colour photos; 

amazing value at only £20,  plus £2 p&p.        Available now.          Please send a cheque to the author at 

18 Downs Cote View, Westbury-on-Trym, BRISTOL BS9 3TU.        Email allanmacf@hotmail.co.uk.  


